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THE EFFECT OF SHEAR DEFORMATIONS IN STIFFNESS ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
The stiffness method of structural analysis assumes linear, elastic, 
prismatic, homogenous behavior. Within the frame work of these assumptions, 
the stiffness matrix normally used for analysis does not account for the 
effect of shear deformations. However within this frame work of linear, 
elastic, prismatic, homogenous behavior a stiffness matrix to account for 
the effect of shear deformations can be derived. 
The stiffness analysis program, "Space Frame" written by Louis 0. Bass 
and John 0. Houston, was modified to account for the effect of shear defer• 
mations. The modification is now a users specified option in the modified 
version of "Space Frame". 
J 
SHEAR DEFORMATION 
Shear deformations will be assumed not to be affected by member axial 
(Px) and torsional (Mx) forces, and to behave in a linearly elastic manner. 
fhese assumptions allow a simple modification to the basic stiffness matrix. 
Through the use of virtual work, the modifications are derived. By taking 
the internal work; 
dW int = (u dy dz) (E. dx) + ( ?;dy dz)( Q" dx) 
substituting and integrating over the volume with the following terms. 
Mu Y Vu Q 
1:=--()= 





E I G I b 
Yielding 
wint 
I Mu Ml Y2 = dx dy 
E I2 
dz + 
Noting that at a given cross section the quantites Mu, Ml, Vu, Vl, E, G, 
and I are constant. Simplifing 
Letting L and A denote the intergration carried out over the length and 
the cross-sectional area respectively. The first term in the square brackets 
...---. _ c.·-c~== =~--------------•-==......,--......,.-----------------
4 
is the moment of inertia (I) and the second term is the shear form factor (f ). 
s 
The shear form factor is defined as follows; 
f = _A_J__£ dA 
s I2 b2 
A 2 
Replacing the terms in the square brackets with I and f I /A respectively s 
and equating the external and internal work, deformations are given by; 
~ = I Mu Ml dx I f s Vu Vl 
EI + GA dx 
By evulating the above expression the modified stiffness matrix accounting 
for shear deformations is found. For these terms see Appendix A. 
THE SHEAR FORM FACTOR 
The shear form factor (f ) in the modification of the stiff.ness matrix 
s 
is defined as; 
f :a: _A_J Q.2 dA 
s I2 b2 
· A = area of the cross section 
I = moment of inertia of the cross section 
Q. = the first moment of area for the cross section 
b = the thickness of the cross section 
For some standard shapes the shear form factor is given. These are defined 
as follows; 
Rectangle f = 6/5 = 1.2 s 
Circle f = 10/9 = 1·11 s 
Thin tube f = 2.0 s 
Wide Flange or Box Section f = Area Total/Area of the Web s 
or it may be calculated for the shape. To calculate the shear form factor 
Q. and b need to be defined. For an example take a rectangle of width b and 
height h. 
b 





b ~2 J h 2 Q=;-: -Y2 
b = b 




f =-= 1.2 
s 
5 
For other values of the first moment of area (Q) see Appendix B. If there 
is a question about which shear form factor to use it is desirable to 
calculate the shear form factor. 
USER INSTRUCTIONS 
When executing "Space Frame" with shear deformations, it is necessary 
for the user to have a copy of the user's manual for nspace Frame" by L. 0 • 
.Bass. First you will be asked several questions about basic program 
parameters, after answering these, the user will be asked if they want 
to consider shear deformations. By inputing a one (1), the question is 
answered with a yes, and by inputing a zero (0), the question is answered 
with a Mt. If answered no, the program continues with "Space Frame" and no 
f\10 
other questions concerning shear deformations will be asked. When shear 
deformations are being considered (a yes answer), the user will be asked to 
input the shear form factor (SFF). The SFF is inputed with the member 
properties, the display will read A,IX,IY,IZ,SFF? these values are inputed 
with commas separting them, and the shear form factor is last. Once the mem-
ber properties have been inputed, the program will not ask the user any more 
questions dealing with shear deformations. From here the program follows the 
"Space Frame" manual. For flow charts see Appendix c. 
It may be desirable to consider shear deformations on some members but 
not on others. By setting the shear form factor equal to zero (0), The 
modified stiffness matrix reverts back to the standard stiffness matrix, 
where SFF equal zero (0). Again it may be desirable to consider shear 
deformations on a frame, then run the same frame without shear deformations. 
To do this run the frame first with shear deformations; then rerun the frame 





The PASSWORD for the modified version of "Space Frame" is • 
For an example problem, take a ten foot (10 ft) concrete beam with simple 




l 10 .o ft l 
. 1 1 
A :; )0 in2 
IX = 25,000 in4 
IY = 2,500 in4 
IZ = 22,500 in4 
E = J.64 E 6 psi 
G = 1.46 E 6 psi 
f = 1.2 (SFF) 
s 
JO in 
l f 1to 1ri 
£T"FF.:At'1E" ., 
UH . . 
o NOT usE THIS sPACE FRnME I 1 
A::: S~·l 0 F.:D? 
OB NAME, DATE, ETC?TONY GUETZ SIMPLE SUPPORlES 
tolt·1Et-~T::;-6(1 CHAPACTE:F.:::; t·1ii:-::? :~:~:,:-:: 11:~1 CI_)I·ICI~~:ET[ E:[::Hl·l < FC :40(111 P:;:: I> 
DfiTA ECHO 
TONY GOETZ SIMPLE SUPPURl'ES 
30X10 CONCRETE BEAM ~FC=4000 PSI) 
BASIC JOB PARAMETERS 
._iO I t·JT::;? 11 
t·1EMBEF::::? 10 
MEM8E~ PROPERTY TYPES?l 
::: U F' P 0 F: T ::; ·~· 2 
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F I t·l J TE ELEt·lt:]·IT::;· ::o o 
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11 1 0 1 ,,. l 0 
· CONSIDERING EFFECT S OF SHEAR DEFORMATIONS 
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'.JO I tH SUF'F'OF.:T DfHfi 10 
H 0 T E : .. F' :=< , P ''I' - - - t·1 Z F.: E L E H ::;:; E C (II! E :;:; > > -· ·· .. -> 0 = F I >=: E: D , 1 :: F' E L E r:! :::; E D 
<----------F.:ELEASES--- - ---------> 
REF F'F'PMMM ANGLES-- .. UNITS=DEGREES 
< ··· -· ·-..... ·- ·· ·· .... · · ··· .... ·- -·: L. I ::;T I tlG -·· ·- ·- -·-· - ·--- ----- > 
OF' 
# XYZXYZ ALFA BETA GAMA 
UF'POF.:T LIST W/SAME CONSTANTS?1,11 
X,PY---MZ RELEASE <KEY)?PZ3 
X,PY---MZ RELEASE <KEY)?MX4 
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X,PY---MZ RELEASE <KEY)?MZ6 
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DATA I t·WUT ECHO 
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APPENDIX A 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
Kij denotes the Stiffness Matrix and the position of the term. 
12 EIGA 
GALJ + 12 f ElL 
s 
6 EIGA 
GAL2 + 12 f EI 
s 
6 EIGA 
GAL2 + 12 f EI s 
4(GAL2 + J f EI)(EI)2 s 





THE FIRST MOMENT OF AREA ( Q) FOR SELECTED SHAPES 






















FLOW CHART FOR INPUT SEQUENCE 
GET FRAME PASSWORD 






E AND G E AND G 
CONSTANT? CONSTANT? 
NO NO 
INPUT MEMBER PROPERTIES INPUT MEMBER PROPERTIES 
A, IX, IY, IZ, E AND G A, IX, IY, IZ, SFF, E AND G 
CONTINUE CONTINUE 
INPUT E AND G INPUT E AND G 
1 
I~~UT MEMBER PROPERTIES INPUT MEr1BER PROPERTIES 
A, IX, IY, IZ A, IX, IY, IZ, SFF 
CONTINUE CONTINUE 
FLOW CHART FOR SOLUTION 
GET BANDER 
NO YES 
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